STUDY GUIDE
WHO NEEDS
FEMINISM?
KEY TERMS:

Feminism
rights

bigotry
Classical Liberalism

femininity
chivalry

NOTE-TAKING COLUMN: Complete this section during the
video. Include definitions and key terms.

CUE COLUMN: Complete this section
after the video.

What type of philosophy is Feminism?

How is Feminism different from Classical
Liberalism?

What is the Biblical ideal of a good woman?

How have traditional roles for women
changed in modern Western civilization?

What are the most important spiritual activities of
humankind?
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DISCUSSION & REVIEW QUESTIONS:
• Towards the beginning of the video, Mr. Klavan declares that, “Feminism is a mean-spirited,
small-minded and oppressive philosophy that can poison relations between the sexes…” In
what ways might Feminism be oppressive? Do you agree with Mr. Klavan’s characterization
of Feminism? Why or why not?
• Mr. Klavan goes on to state that, “Feminism has attempted to bully us all into accepting an
obvious lie: the lie that men and women have the same powers, talents, proclivities and
desires and that consequently any discrepancy in their professional paths is due to bigotry
and must be corrected by force of culture and law. By shoving that lie down our throats,
Feminism has made both men and women less happy and less free.” What makes the
claim that women and men are fundamentally the same an ‘obvious’ lie? Why do you think
that some people buy into the lie that men and women are fundamentally equal? Why do
you think that many people necessarily place a value judgment on the truth of inequality
between the sexes- i.e. why do those people automatically equate the claims of the sexes
being different with claims of one sex generally being ‘better’ or ‘worse’ than the other?
In what ways, specifically, might the lie of men and women being fundamentally the same
make both sexes ‘less happy and less free?’ Explain.
• Later in the video, Mr. Klavan explains that Feminism, “…also denigrates femininity in
women, working to replace most women’s commitment to relationship and child-rearing with
male obsessions such as career status and strength… By herding women away from their
feminine natures, Feminism seeks to transform them from first rate women into second rate
men.” Why do you think that modern Feminism tends to focus on making women more like
men, rather than on making women better women? What is wrong with the reasoning that
‘making women more like men will necessarily make women equal to men?’
• Mr. Klavan goes on to ask, “Isn’t Feminism simply the idea that women have the same
human rights as men? No, it isn’t. That philosophy is called Classical Liberalism, which
holds that we are all equally endowed by God with the inalienable rights to life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness.” Why do you think that some people confuse Feminism with
Classical Liberalism? Why do you think that some people confuse actually being equal with
being treated equally?
• Later in the video, Mr. Klavan points out that, “As its excuse for the damage it does to our
lives, Feminism has developed the historical mythology that men have oppressed women
and now must be suppressed in their turn to even things out.” Do you agree with the
premise that suppressing men would ‘even things out? If yes, how exactly does that work? If
no, why not?
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EXTEND THE LEARNING:
CASE STUDY: Australian Fire Department
INSTRUCTIONS: Read the article “Australian Fire Department’s Female Firefighter Quota Of
50% Will Get People Killed,” then answer the questions that follow.
• What is the proportion of female firefighters for Australia’s eight mainland states
and territories? Why was the physical aptitude test made so much easier? What
‘price’ do more qualified men who want the firefighting job have to pay for gender
‘equality?’ What is going to ‘…skyrocket when hiring policies are geared towards
female feelings over professionalism and physical requirements?’ What will the
consequences to fire brigades be when ‘…too many years’ worth of subpar recruits
are admitted?’ What did Mark Latham have to say about claims that the fire chief
could make? Which country is now deliberately hiring more women than men to
work as police officers? How would you answer the last question in the article?
Explain.
• Do you view Feminism as an attempt by the Left to actualize their valuing of
(perceived) equality over freedom? Why or why not? Do you think that the Left is
correct to value absolute equality over merit and ability- in other words does a
progressive have a valid point when supporting the claim that an unusually short,
57-year old, 135-pound female should be given the same opportunity to work as a
firefighter as a strapping, young male? Explain.
• Do you think that ‘third wave’ Feminism has been largely a success? Why or why
not? Considering that so many people, especially women, cannot agree on what
modern Feminism is, how do you think Feminism should be characterized, critiqued,
and practiced? Explain.

QUIZ
WHO NEEDS
FEMINISM?
1.

Feminism has made both men and women _______ happy and _______ free.
a. more; more
b. more; less
c. less; more
d. less; less

2.

Modernity has stripped ___________________ of their former economic power.
a. motherhood and homemaking
b. cosmetology and baking
c. teaching and educating
d. machining and engineering

3.

Feminism seeks to transform first rate women into __________________.
a. second-class citizens
b. first rate men
c. second rate men
d. children

4.

Feminism is simply the idea that women have the same human rights as men.
a. True
b. False

5. Part of the Biblical ideal of a good woman is that she’s ____________________
a. weak and submissive
b. a creative and economic dynamo
c. stronger than men
d. All of the above.
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QUIZ - ANSWER KEY
WHO NEEDS
FEMINISM?
1.

Feminism has made both men and women _______ happy and _______ free.
a. more; more
b. more; less
c. less; more
d. less; less

2.

Modernity has stripped ___________________ of their former economic power.
a. motherhood and homemaking
b. cosmetology and baking
c. teaching and educating
d. machining and engineering

3.

Feminism seeks to transform first rate women into __________________.
a. second-class citizens
b. first rate men
c. second rate men
d. children

4.

Feminism is simply the idea that women have the same human rights as men.
a. True
b. False

5. Part of the Biblical ideal of a good woman is that she’s ____________________
a. weak and submissive
b. a creative and economic dynamo
c. stronger than men
d. All of the above.
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http://www.returnofkings.com/127819/australian-fire-departments-female-firefighterquota-of-50-will-get-people-killed

Australian Fire Department’s Female
Firefighter Quota Of 50% Will Get
People Killed
David G. Brown August 14, 2017

Not satisfied with regular SJW-enabling and social engineering, Australia’s biggest fire department has
implemented a 50% female hiring quota. Unfortunately for residents of New South Wales, Australia’s most
populous state and the home of Sydney, this is only going to increase property destruction, not to mention
cause serious injuries and deaths.
Feminists, god bless them, have been appalled by the proportion of female firefighters, which presently
hovers around 3-5% for Australia’s eight mainland states and territories (for good reason). The solution is
one for the ages, as former Australian socialist leader, now anti-SJW crusader Mark Latham has revealed:
It wants new recruits to be able to “drag a collapsed firefighter to safety on their own”, yet to
accommodate female applicants, the Physical Aptitude Test has been reduced from a 90kg [200lb] dummy
drag over 20 metres [66 feet] to the relatively easy task of carrying a 30kg [65lb] weight for 10 metres [33
feet].

The price for gender “equality” has been revealed: female firefighters are now expected to carry the same
load for the same distance as a 45-year-old suburban housewife bringing groceries to her car. If they do
this, they can get the job ahead of a man who can carry twice or thrice that weight for much longer
distances.
America may have spawned Evergreen State College and other SJW factories of late, but Australia is
rapidly edging ahead of the US for the title of the most cucked English-speaking nation. And, as we know
from so many other arenas, one Western country’s ridiculous social experiments tend to spread to all other
Western countries. So watch out Britain, Canada, and the US.

An insult to every qualified firefighter who ever lived and a risk to
everyone finding themselves in danger
Female feelings are being put ahead of people’s lives across the Western world when it comes to fire
department hiring policies.
When I think of hardworking firefighters, I remember the brave–and doomed–members of various New
York City firehouses ascending the stairs of the two World Trade Center towers on September 11, 2001.
The professionalism of these men (all lost FDNY personnel were male that day) has already been insulted
by their Department’s mollycoddling of incompetent female recruits who persistently fail fitness tests. The
same can be said of fire departments across the Western world, probably all of which have been assaulted
by some form of SJW madness.
An even bigger problem will loom if the FDNY and other organizations opt for a New South Wales-style
quota. Like New South Wales, New York City has millions of people, many of them living in denselypopulated apartment blocks or mega-sized residential towers that make it difficult to escape blazes. The
potential for horrific casualties in highly urbanized areas is going to skyrocket when hiring policies are
geared towards female feelings over professionalism and physical requirements. This process is now in full
swing.

They’re going to carry you out of your burning building?

Fire brigades’ effectiveness and cohesion will be progressively destroyed if too many years’ worth of
subpar recruits are admitted, whether in New South Wales or elsewhere. Moreover, once standards are
lowered, it is hard to see them being increased again, until people really start to die. Even if they do die, do
not expect the authorities to throw the blame at the quality of any (female) recruits.
The former socialist leader Mark Latham, whose about-turn from leftwing politics should inspire all of us,
compared the decision to enact quotas in New South Wales to Orwellian Newspeak. He called out how a
fire chief demanding a 50% forced representation of women could ever say:
Merit selection will determine the best candidates for the job, regardless of gender, but we will deliver
equity in the number of male and female firefighters.
Officials aren’t even trying anymore.

Our safety is being undermined
For those of you not fully up to speed on the topic, the video above is a prime example from Sweden about
the end result when you put unqualified females into public safety positions. If the man the female police
officers tried to restrain had wanted to kill them, he could have done it easily.
Like the horrendous decision to hire women half the time for New South Wales Fire and Rescue roles,
Sweden has repeatedly favored women in police capacities, to the point of deliberately taking in more
women than men. When similar stories for the emergency services in England, the US, Canada, France, and
Germany are considered, we have a storm brewing.
Return Of Kings is replete with cases like these, including my article earlier this year about how the current
proportion of female police officers and soldiers endangers the public. The soldier successfully disarmed at
Orly Airport outside Paris was, of course, a woman. And the firefighters most likely to be “disarmed” by
the demands of fighting fires and rescuing people are going to be female ones.
Now people will have to take their fire safety risk even more seriously than before and act independently of
government support in times of emergency. With many tens of pounds of equipment already strapped to
firefighters’ bodies, is anyone going to expect more than a tiny fraction of these female recruits to be able
to carry them out of a burning building and save their lives?

